STARTING POINT

Submit a complete & novel proposal using provided template (required)

Revise & Resubmit

Revise/resubmit possible

Notice of decision & possible follow-up action

Collaborate through completion

Data Steward engagement

Collaborate through completion

Stakeholder acceptance

STAGE 1: Originator(s)

Originate the proposal

Assess completeness, novelty and Data Steward engagement

DIRAA consultation

Ready for FAC Review

STAGE 2: DoIT Analytics & Data Governance

Assess completeness, novelty and Data Steward engagement

Needs revision

Finalize requirements and submit to HelioCampus

Track request & facilitate changes or decisions

Decision

Rejected or tabled
Changes required
Approved & priority ranked

STAGE 3: Flagship Analytics Council

Initial Review
- - -
Assess readiness, value, info needed

Needs revision

Approved for estimation

Optional: FAC Interest Group collaborate through completion

Final review & approval for release to CarolinaAnalytics

STAGE 4: HelioCampus

Estimate effort & delivery time frame

Development & Testing Cycle w/UofSC

Publish according to permissions

Note: This diagram depicts a relatively straight-forward process; if complications or need for revision and clarification are more extensive, additional consultations and actions will occur.